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About This Game

Ultimus bellum - indie tower defense (TD) game that combines elements of collectible card games and RPG.
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Our world was suddenly attacked. By using your deck of cards, you will defend our reality from hordes of invaders. For five
acts, you will meet various enemies, well-designed game levels, hundreds of equipment items, five difficulty levels, craft

system, role-based upgrades for heroes and other cards, equipment store, challenge game levels and much more!
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Features:

No more boring “buy tower”! You create your deck and get random card each wave.

No more boring “buy tower upgrades”! Your defenders will upgrades buy they honor in battle.

RPG system. All heroes have stats, levels, equipment. Create your own unique hero!

Hundreds of items (common, magic, rare, legendary, sets), find them in enemy drops or craft it yourself!

Challenge levels with unusual rules (random spawn, random waves and etc.).

Combine the elements for the new types of damage.
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Planned features:

MORE cards, maps, enemies, items, challenges, and fun!

Epic game story between your epic battles!

Endless survival mode with random waves!

Item enchantments like runes and gems!

Unique hero skills.
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Title: Ultimus bellum
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Lions Crayons Games
Publisher:
Lions Crayons Games
Release Date: 8 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

English,Russian
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Only played a little bit but I like what i played so far, quite a unique look and sound (and the soundtrack is really cool to), For
me Bullet hell shooters have to have a Hook and one of my favourites was a game called Psyvariar 1 and 2 (which i really hope
gets a steam release one day) in that game you would graze bullets to level up your craft but here you build up a bar which
enables to power up and that i really like.

Even though it is a full release I hope they do add and expand on it. Big Empty is one of those STP songs that made me actually
start listening to a bunch more of there stuff. It's a freaking amazing song and uses some really interesting chord progressions.
I'd also recommend playing the bass part as well because the bass part is really fun to play. Would recommend.. Worth the
sticker price for the F2004 alone, what a hoot!. I bought this game because I like playing crappy games. Sadly, even with my
love of trash, this game was disappointing. I can handle glitch filled, broken games, but this game just isn't fun. I had lost all
hope of having fun when I shot a wall. THE WALL BLED!!! It was amazing! I ran down the hall shooting everything, and
everything send out streams of blood! GAME OF THE YEAR!!!
Than the game crashed.....I guess all good things must come to an end.. Cheating dishonest developer: launched the game with
English language supported, even if partial and full of errors, and now after a few updates, they have removed it!!!
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I absolutely love Amnesia. I decided to give it a try when I saw it was on sale (for a STEAL, by the way, I felt like I wasn't
giving the devs NEARLY enough of my money for this beautiful game!), and boy am I glad I did.

I'm not ashamed to say I've played quite a few dating sims in my day. I like to think I'm pretty familiar with the genre by now,
and this game is a beautiful example (and one I point to whenever someone asks me for a recommendation).

Art is usually the biggest selling point for me when it comes to a game like this. After all, I'm here to love the characters, and
how can I love characters I don't find personally appealing? It's especially the eyes of characters like Shin, Orion and (of course)
Ikki, with that glossy gem-like look, that give this game a sort of elegant beauty.

Amnesia doesn't skimp on the story, either. Obviously without revealing too much, the game ties everything together fairly
nicely. There are some tropes that appear, and some rather weak story beats. I personally dislike Toma IMMENSELY, and
anyone who has played the game can probably tell why. I'm not sure his story and its ending were handled entirely well. It
definitely didn't feel like the way I personally would react to the situation, which took me out of the game a bit.

However, the other routes made up for it immensely. The other characters, particularly Ikki and Shin, felt very real to me.
Especially in Shin's case, I felt a lot of heart in his story and if you told me it was based on the real life experiences of one of the
devs, I'd easily believe you.

Kent's route was a bit weak, I think, in that it didn't seem to align with the overarching story that the other arcs form. It was the
first route I played (I have an admitted weakness for guys in glasses), and after finishing the others I didn't really see where Kent
fit into the connections with the others, other than being a friend of Ikki's. It's not a bad route, by any means, just not as strong
as, say, Shin, Ikki or Ukyo. Still better than Toma though.

It's clear there was a lot of love put into this game. It's gorgeous, the characters are well-developed, and I have played it for 32
some hours and haven't felt like I wasted a single moment (even if I didn't particularly care for the stories, the game had a story
to tell me that was worth experiencing). Definitely highly recommended.. good music by the same people that did The Yawhg
soundtrack. i seem i have already reviewed a previous game - i won't repeat stuff about what makes game to be a game - but - i
feel this one has become better - and - in all meanings - user interface, tasks, stars, and - you may not beleive me, but gameplay -
i think i feel i can control a stickman - yes, it all stays strange, but, nevertheless - its fun.
i recommend you to try it.. Wow, just wow.
this game was an absolute gamechanger in the hardcore gamer essential roster.
Never have I encountered souch immersion and joy playing a videogame.
The controlls are easy to get into and I feel I learn new tricks to improve my performance in the game every playtrough.

This game has shown itself to be an amazing experiance and for that I can but a doupt give it a full 10\/10!
The only thing that I can complain about the game is that the amazing story ends ;). It's like Touhou, though there are no waifus.

Oh, and, the soundtrack is great.. I love all the luxor games, but especially this one since it has a cool upgrade system, a nice
little campaign and just generally the fun, addicting gameplay one would expect from a luxor game. Would reccomend to
anyone who loves puzzle games or other luxor games! :). Highly recommended for FPS players. This game has all the VR
movement options we've been asking for - free locomotion or teleport. Smooth turning optional, and it's easy to play sitting
down. It has unique weapons and competent bots when needed.

Would love to see this developer rewarded for this work.. ENG:

The game is currently the best in my opinion, but also realistic version of turn-based strategy game, with involvement of the
egologia, as well as the state economy. The game also will be able to play in their own State, and the impact on the game
completely all potential economic and course of the war. Most similar games such as Civilization game or beyon Earth game, so
this also includes similar elements such as industry or army updating with the difference that they have been implemented in
this game better. How so?

Above all, I personally very much appreciate the simplicity but, versatility, and it is in this well executed, as opposed to a series
of civilization, and that's why I like the game, even better than more of the same game. That's why I like this game!
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Includes also quite functional map editor. I highly recommend, especially if you like to play with friends. Forced purchase
startegia games lovers, referral! 3

(See also the newer version of the game)

FIN:

Kyseinen peli on mielest\u00e4ni t\u00e4ll\u00e4 hetkell\u00e4 paras mutta, my\u00f6s realistinen versio vuoropohjaisesta
strategia pelist\u00e4, jossa on mukana my\u00f6s egologia sek\u00e4 valtiotalouden kehitt\u00e4misest\u00e4. Peliss\u00e4
pystyy pelaamaan my\u00f6s omalla valtiolla ja vaikuttaa peliss\u00e4 t\u00e4ysin kaikkeen mahdolliseen talous ja sodan
kulkuun. Useimmat vastaavat pelit kuten Sivilisaatio peli tai Beyon Earth peli niin, t\u00e4m\u00e4 sis\u00e4lt\u00e4\u00e4
my\u00f6s vastaavia elementtej\u00e4 kuten teollisuuden tai armejan p\u00e4ivitt\u00e4mist\u00e4 sill\u00e4 erotuksella
ett\u00e4, ne on toteutettu t\u00e4ss\u00e4 peliss\u00e4 paremmin. Kuinka niin?

Ennen kaikkea min\u00e4 itse arvostan hyvinpaljon yksinkertaisuutta mutta, monipuolisuutta ja se on t\u00e4ss\u00e4
toteutettu hyvin, toisinkuin siviilisaatio sarjassa ja siksi pid\u00e4n peli\u00e4, jopa parempana kuin useampi vastaava peli.
Siksi pid\u00e4n t\u00e4st\u00e4 pelist\u00e4!

Sis\u00e4lt\u00e4\u00e4 my\u00f6s varsin toimivan karttaeditorin. Suosittelen eritoten jos tykk\u00e4\u00e4 pelata kaverien
kanssa. Pakko hankinta startegia pelien yst\u00e4ville, suositteluni! :3

(Katso my\u00f6s uudempi versio pelist\u00e4)
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